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Two openSUSE Tumbleweed snapshots have been released since our last Tumbleweed update on Saturday.
The most recent snapshot, 20190723, updated Mozilla Firefox to version 68.0.1. The browser fixed the missing FullScreen button when watching videos in full screen mode on HBO GO. The new 68 version enhanced the Dark Mode
reader view to include darkening the controls, sidebars and toolbars. It also addressed several Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVE). The snapshot provided an update to GNOME 3.32.4, which fixed an issue that led to some

packages with multiple appdata files not correctly showing up on the updates page. The Guile programming language
package update to 2.2.6 fixed regression introduced in the previous version that broke HTTP servers locale encoding.
Hardware library hwinfo 21.67 fixed Direct Access Storage Devices (DASD) detection. A major 7.0 version of
hylafax+ arrived in the snapshot. The Linux Kernel brought several new features with the 5.2.1 kernel and enhanced
security for a hardware vulnerability affecting Intel processors. The open-source painting program Krita 4.2.3 version
offered a variety of fixes including a copy and paste fix of the animation frames. A few libraries like libgphoto2, libuv
and libva received update. There were also several Perl and Rubygem packages that were updated in the snapshot. The
file manager for the Xfce Desktop Environment, thunar 1.8.8, fixed XML declaration in uca.xml and the 2.15
transactional-update package enable network during updates and allow updates of the bootloader on EFI systems. The
snapshot is currently trending at a 93 rating, according to the Tumbleweed snapshot reviewer.
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